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AbstrAct

Service-oriented architectures offer promising means to flexibly organize business processes. At 
the same time, new challenges for management arise in order to realize these potentials. Given the 
technological opportunities, these challenges essentially lie in choosing the right mix of services on 
the basis of an appropriate infrastructure supporting value adding activities. In order to support 
this management perspective, a focus on service-oriented business processes is suggested in this 
article. Hence, a shift from technical aspects of designing service-oriented information systems to 
economic aspects of using them according to business needs is drawn. For this purpose, findings 
on the evaluation of financial performance of service-oriented business processes are presented 
in this paper. The objective is to develop a measurement system for decision support on the con-
figuration of a company’s service portfolio reflecting specific economic conditions relevant in a 
certain situation. Following a design science approach, general principles of a measurement 
system are worked out and structured in a comprehensive framework. Then, the application of a 
corresponding system is presented with a practical study. Finally, perspectives on the specification 
and implementation of the system are sketched.

Keywords: evaluation of services engineering; outtasking performance measurement; ser-
vice-oriented business process management; total costs of ownership; return on 
investment

tOWArDs A MANAGEMENt 
OF sErVIcE-OrIENtED 
bUsINEss PrOcEssEs 

Service-oriented architectures (SOA) 
facilitate the design of information systems by 
flexibly combining highly-specialized services 
that are obtained via the web on demand (Loh & 
Venkatraman, 1992). Examples for technologies 
that have been developed for this purpose are 

COM+, CORBA, und RMI (Weikum & Vossen, 
2002). With the initiative of Enterprise Applica-
tion Integration (EAI), Web services turn out in 
practice to enable a widely-spread realization of 
SOA (Hung, Li et al., 2004; Yang, 2003). 

From an economical perspective, SOA 
offers great potentials for flexibly adopting 
business processes to the ongoing changes inside 
and outside the company (Dickson, Cheung et 
al., 2004; Tiwana & Ramesh, 2001; Vonk & 
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Grefen, 2003). On the basis of SOA, processes 
of an information system can be extracted and 
‘out-tasked’ to service providers. According to 
Keen and McDonald “Out-tasking […] breaks 
a company into a portfolio of process-centred 
operations rather than interlocking departments 
or functions”(Keen & McDonald, 2000). The 
economical relevance of SOA is reflected by the 
concept of service-oriented business processes 
in this article. Figure 1 illustrates this concept 
on the basis of a business processes modelled 
in the notation of Event-driven Process Chains 
(EPC) (Scheer, 1994).

In service-oriented business processes, 
parts of the entire process can be out-tasked 
to alternative service providers (Grefen et al., 
2002). That way, the business process integrates 
a certain set of services that have to be both 
combined with internal functions and configured 
according to the companies needs (Limthanma-
phon & Zhang, 2003; Orriëns et al., 2003). The 
basis for service-oriented business processes are 
set by service-oriented information systems. 
Hence, SOA puts companies in a position to 
concentrate on their core competence by sourc-
ing out parts of a process to service providers 
and thereby flexibly adopt changes.

According to Forrester, companies with a 
service-oriented architecture can reduce costs 
for the integration of projects and maintenance 
by at least 30 percent (Vollmer & Gilpin, 2004). 
Major providers of ERP-Systems incorporate 
service-oriented architectures in their solutions: 
‘Sonic ESB’ by Sonic Software (Craggs, 2003), 
‘mySAP Business Suite’ by SAP (SAP, 2004), 
‘e-Business on demand’ by IBM (IBM, 2004), 
and the ‘Application Server’ by Oracle (Oracle, 
2004). As a future trend, Gartner predicts that 
by 2007 most company frameworks will have 
changed to service-oriented architectures 
(Farber, 2004).

As information systems offer means to 
out-source services, the question arises which 
collection of services should be selected accord-
ing the specific business needs of a company. 
Following a business perspective, this also 
comprises considering services that are not 
exclusively automatically carried out by parts 
of an information system. Along with the busi-
ness processes, also those services that may be 
partly or fully carried out by staff have to be 
taken into account. In order to make appropri-
ate decisions on the selection of the service 
portfolio, an appropriate Service Portfolio 

Figure 1. Concept of service-oriented business processes using Web services
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Management (SPM) is required. On the whole, 
this means that a management process has to 
be established on the appropriate composition 
of a corporate service portfolio. Apart from 
technical issues of service selection (Padovitz 
et al., 2003), methods for evaluating the perfor-
mance of a company’s service portfolio from 
a business perspective are required (Kaplan & 
Norton, 1992). In this article, these methods are 
referred to as service portfolio measurement. 
Considering that measurement should be made 
out of various perspectives (Neely, 2004), the 
predominant task seems to be finding out what 
drives the efficiency of service-oriented business 
processes from a financial perspective. This task 
is focussed on in this article.

Referring to the concept of service-ori-
ented business processes introduced in this 
article, related studies in the fields of managing 
activities, infrastructure, and services have to 
be considered. 

• Activities: There is a respective amount 
of studies carried out in the field of pro-
cess management, taking into account 
the organization of business activities 
within business processes. Most of these 
contributions in IS focus on matters of 
designing processes with respect to both 
organisational structure (Becker, Rose-
mann et al., 2006) and operation by work-
flow management engines (Jablonski & 
Bussler, 1996). At present, the develop-
ment of standardised exchange formats 
of processes is one of the major concerns 
(Aalst & Kumar, 2003). Research on the 
assessment of processes is predominantly 
covered by management literature and fo-
cuses on qualitative aspects (Davenport, 
1993; Hammer & Champy, 1993; Smith, 
1996). Some approaches in accounting 
science take a more quantitative look 
on processes, like activity based costing 
(Cooper & Kaplan, 1991). However, these 
approaches abstract to a large extend from 
process models. 

• Infrastructure: Designing information 
system infrastructures is an essential task 

in IS. Studies focussing on the assessment 
of alternative solutions can be found with 
either a qualitative (Farbey et al., 1995) 
or quantitative orientation. Profound 
research on quantitative assessment is 
particularly carried out in the field of total 
cost of ownership-analysis (TCO) aiming 
at calculating all relevant costs chargeable 
to an information system throughout its 
life cycle (Ferrin & Plank, 2002; Gartner, 
2002). Apart from methodological con-
tributions (Daniels, 1993; Tam, 1992), 
special analysis has been carried out 
evaluating specific aspects in systems 
design (Faye Borthick & Roth, 1994; 
Smith David, Schuff et al., 2002).

• services: In recent years, special research 
on services engineering is increasingly 
arising (Shostack, 1982; Stiglitz, 2000). 
Within the ITsector, studies in the field 
of standards, like ITIL, serves as an 
example for service engineering (OGC, 
2001). Special studies on the assessment 
of services are carried out with respect 
to sourcing strategies. Most assessments 
are based on argumentations, partly 
structured by means of pros and cons lists 
(Knolmayer, 1997), checklists (Buck-
Lew, 1992; Kador, 1990; Kascus & Hale, 
1995), analytical hierarchy process mod-
els (Putrus, 1992), and flowcharts (Knol-
mayer, 1997). Quantitative approaches 
focus on cost analyses, such as special 
task comparisons (Espinosa & Carmel, 
2004), multi-task cost comparisons and 
holistic cost-risk comparisons (Aubert et 
al., 2002; Bahli & Rivard, 2003; Jurison, 
2002).

These studies offer valuable insight in 
the management of service-oriented business 
processes. One essential shortcoming, however, 
is to be seen in the fact that single aspects of ser-
vice-oriented business processes are focussed 
on in each field. Thus, an integrated picture is 
lacking, which would, all the same, be necessary 
for configuring the company’s service portfolio. 
Contributions towards such integration of activi-
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ties, infrastructure, and services can be found 
in the field of orchestration and choreography 
of  Web services (Aoyama et al., 2002; Cardoso 
et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2004). However, this 
work focuses on technical aspects of coordinat-
ing services running service-oriented processes, 
so far. For SPM, on the contrary, insight into 
designing these processes right is needed, 
considering long-term economic consequences 
coming along with decisions on the configura-
tion of the services portfolio. 

A first approach to apply capital budget-
ing in service-oriented computing has recently 
been presented (vom Brocke & Lindner, 2004). 
In this work, the monetary consequences of a 
service-oriented architecture are evaluated and 
opposed to those of conventional architectures. 
This work sets a basis for the development of a 
methodological framework for the assessment 
of the financial performance of service-oriented 
information systems (vom Brocke, 2006b). 
From a business perspective, however, these 
works are still limited to the assessment of 
services and infrastructure. With the concept 

of service-oriented business processes, such 
assessments are consecutively put in relation 
to the company’s business activities aiming at 
an integrated frame for evaluating activities, 
infrastructures, and services. Such an integrated 
view is presented in this article.

INtrODUcING A 
MEAsUrEMENt systEM FOr 

thE MANAGEMENt OF 
sErVIcE-OrIENtED 

bUsINEss PrOcEssEs

Framework
The measurement system is mainly struc-

tured on three levels, each addressing specific 
aspects of calculation: process-level, budget-
level, and corporate-level. The framework of 
the system is displayed in Figure 2 and will be 
illustrated in more detail in the following.

Special emphasis is to be put on the pro-
cess-level as relevant payments chargeable to 
a service-portfolio of a business process are to 

Figure. 2. Framework of a measurement system for service portfolio measurement
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be calculated. Consecutively, these payments 
are aggregated on budget and corporate-level, 
applying and adapting methods of capital 
budgeting. 

• Process Level: On the process level, 
payments (out-payments) and receivables 
(in-payments) brought about by the busi-
ness process design are analysed. For 
that purpose, special calculations have to 
be carried out with respect to activities, 
infrastructures and services as essential 
parameters of a processes service-port-
folio. Starting with the business needs 
on an activity level, both alternative 
infrastructures and services have to be 
assessed regarding e.g., pricing as well 
as operational availability. Following a 
business perspective, these payments are 
then aggregated according to the specific 
business processes of a company and 
summed up to one representative series 
of payments. 

• budget Level: On the budget level, ad-
ditional parameters are taken into account 
relevant for judging the economic value 
created by series of payments. Relevant 
parameters are e.g., derived from specific 
conditions of funding and taxes that a 

company faces in its economic situation. 
These series of payments are then con-
solidated over time by applying methods 
from capital budgeting. That way, a survey 
of financial consequences is created. 

• corporate Level: Finally, on the corpo-
rate level, the profitability of the process 
design applying a certain service-port-
folio has to be compared to alternative 
investments available for the company. 
Measures like the Total Cost of Owner-
ship (TCO) and the Return on Investment 
(ROI) help consider relevant parameters 
for this purpose.

In the following sections, this framework 
will be applied with a special focus on evaluation 
of the monetary consequences by applying SOA 
in the design of business processes. Principally, 
one leading question is how far investments in 
migrating to SOA may be economically justified 
by benefits due to a greater degree of flexibility 
in choosing services for the implementation of 
business processes. For that purpose, a general 
introduction into relevant types of payments 
and methods of calculating is given. This may 
serve as a guideline for individual evaluations. 
The approach is then demonstrated by means 
of an example of a specific case.
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Measurement on the Process-Level

Identifying Business Needs Related to 
Activities

A deeper understanding of service-ori-
ented business processes can be gained by 
differentiating the underlying concept of out-
tasking from various sourcing strategies. For 
that purpose, a framework provided by Lacity 
et al., can be applied (Lacity et al., 1996).

The framework aims at structuring busi-
ness processes according to characteristics that 
are relevant for sourcing decisions. In particular, 
two dimensions are applied: The importance 
of activities for the operation of business pro-
cesses and its contribution to strategic business 
positioning. Against the background of the 
approach, the following service categories can 
be differentiated:

• critical Differentiators: Tasks of high 
strategic and operative relevance are sug-
gested to be fully in-sourced. An outsourc-
ing of these tasks would result in a loss 
of know-how and innovation potential, 
and would threaten core competence.

• Useful commodities: Tasks that are 
neither strategically nor operatively 
outstanding are candidates to be fully 
out-sourced. In these situations, potentials 
of reducing costs by aid of outsourcing 
can likely be realised.

• Useful Differentiators: Tasks that are 
considered to be highly relevant for 
strategic differentiation but show little 
relevance in operational business neither 
in- nor out-sourcing are recommended. 
They should be eliminated sooner or 
later.

• critical commodities: Tasks those are 
customary in trade but show little strategic 
relevance should be controlled inside but 
operated outside the company. That way, 
positive effects of specialisation can be 
realized (Quinn, 1999). 

As to the model, service-oriented business 
processes especially offer potentials for the case 

of critical commodities. In this respect, out-task-
ing can be considered as a realisation of a best 
sourcing strategy which is rendered possible by 
aid of service-oriented architectures. 

Starting from a certain sourcing strategy, 
the requirements of services being candidates 
for implementing activities have to be specified. 
Essential requirements can be derived from 
process models, as they document the result of 
an activity that is considered to be necessary 
from customer perspective. In addition, further 
requirements can be identified and specify the 
mode in which the result is delivered. Typical 
examples for these kinds of characteristics are 
service-levels and failure- or breakdown-rates. 
These qualitative requirements set the frame 
for reselecting appropriate service candidates. 
Applying them, a set of services that may either 
be integrated conventionally or on the basis of a 
service-oriented architecture is identified. These 
selected alternatives should then be evaluated 
regarding relevant payments coming along with 
them, in order to identify the most profitable 
service portfolio for a company. 

In order to assess relevant payments, the 
entire life cycle of business processes has to be 
considered. To give an orientation, essentially 
the phases of development, operation, adapta-
tion, and disintegration should be analysed. 
With the purpose of identifying payments in the 
phases, basically two approaches can be distin-
guished: total or partial calculation. According 
to a total calculation, all payments chargeable 
to business process applying a certain service 
portfolio have to be accumulated. The total 
calculation tends to be rather complex, but of-
fers a great flexibility of calculation as various 
alternatives can be compared with each other. 
Following a partial calculation, on the contrary, 
only additional payments that are relevant in 
comparison to two alternative solutions are 
calculated. Partial calculation reduces the scale 
of the computation. However, the assessment is 
limited to the pair of alternatives selected.

The decision on a partial or total ap-
proach has to be taken under consideration of 
the specific company’s situation. This will be 
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further analysed with respect to the selection 
of infrastructures and services in the following 
chapters.

 
Assessing Payments Related to the 
Infrastructure

With respect to the infrastructure, two typi-
cal context situations have to be distinguished: 
Projects for new- and redesigning of information 
systems. In case of newly designing a system, a 
total calculation may be undertaken in order to 
compare a wide range of alternatives. In case of 
a redesign, on the contrary, payments for setting 
up the existing infrastructure are not relevant for 
decision making. They have to be considered as 
so-called sunk costs. Thus, a partial assessment 
appears to be adequate. As most companies in 
fact run certain infrastructure already, they are 
actually concerned with decisions on migrating 
towards service-oriented architectures. Thus, 
a partial calculation will be conducted in the 
following. 

Phase of Development
Analysing the series of payments brought 

about by a migration towards a service-oriented 
architecture, payments related to purchasing 
hard- and software, implementing the infra-
structure, for building up know-how, for admin-
istration and for support have to be considered 
in stage. In-payments will hardly be occurring 
in this phase. They can result from saving of 
labour by not implementing services that are 
out-sourced. 

Considering the situation of a system’s 
redesign, special aspects have to be considered. 
As the tasks that are likely to be out-sourced 
have been implemented already, the payments 
driven by them are no more relevant for the out-
tasking decision. They are classified as so-called 
‘sunk costs.’ In addition, further out-payments 
brought about by the work for redesigning have 
to be considered. As far as the functionality of 
the information system is not extended, these 
payments are totally to be charged to the out-
tasking decision. 

Phase of Operation
In total cost of ownership analysis, costs 

for the maintenance work on information sys-
tems and user support are usually considered 
during operations (Faye Borthick & Roth, 1994). 
Against this background, it can be argued that 
by out-tasking services, total payments for 
maintenance work are reduced by the equiva-
lent for the work on these services. In contrast, 
additional payments have to be considered for 
the maintenance of the interfaces. Examples 
for this kind of maintenance work are adapta-
tions to new versions of exchange formats on 
both data and services. Correspondingly, the 
payments related to support are derived. In ad-
dition, the implementation of a service-oriented 
architecture offers the potential of modernising 
information systems. If legacy systems can be 
replaced by the purchase of a SOA, running costs 
would consequently be cut. Savings would be 
rendered possible which would be calculated 
as in-payments of an operational phase.

Another important effect, however, is ne-
glected in most of the analyses: The efficiency 
of business processes that are enabled by the 
information system. In order to calculate these 
effects properly, Grob and vom Brocke suggest 
a method in which process models are used in 
order to identify relevant in- and out-payments 
brought about by a certain process design 
(Grob & vom Brocke, 2006). According to this 
concept, out-tasking creates the opportunity to 
reduce the resources that are needed for running 
the information system. In order to calculate 
the amount of savings that are chargeable to a 
service, the values of all relevant resources as 
well as the rate in which they are used have to 
be considered. 

Further in-payments can be gained dur-
ing operation phase by sharing parts of the 
infrastructure with partners. These partners can 
be found either inside or outside the company. 
Due to increasing costs and risks, the coopera-
tion is increasingly attractive for companies in 
order to reach economies of scale. Therefore, 
service-oriented architectures offer promising 
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means for ‘selective service sharing.’ Therefore, 
further in-payments may be achieved, as a wide 
range of partners can be involved in sharing 
information system services. 

Moreover, specific payments to the service 
provider have to be considered during the phase 
of operation. Both, the amount of these payments 
as well as their distribution throughout the life 
cycle clearly vary according to the model of 
pricing that has been agreed upon earlier. Also 
payments for general licensing agreements 
have to be taken into account coming along 
with company’s information system.

Phase of Adaptation 
During the runtime of an information-

system, adaptations will have to be made to the 
system. These adaptations can be necessary in 
order to both implement new services as well as 
to modify existing ones. Examples for drivers of 
such adaptations are technological innovations 
and changing demands.

Depending on the particular infrastruc-
ture, different financial consequences of these 
adaptations have to be taken into account. In 
case parts of the system that are run inside the 
company are affected, out-payments for the 
implementation of changes to the system have 
to be charged. Relevant indicators are both the 
amount of man-months needed as well as the 
appropriate average cost rate to be calculated. 
In case out-tasked services are affected, these 
payments might be saved. However, it should 
be taken into account that the prices for the 
services provided might rise. Moreover, it is 
likely that changes might have to be made, 
that are not covered by service providers, so 
that services might have to be in-tasked by the 
company again. 

As the need for changes is highly uncer-
tain, methods of probability calculation should 
be applied here. One approach might be to 
estimate out-payments for adaptations in each 
period during the planning horizon, for example 
by using the scenario technique. In order to 
simplify these estimations, different types of 
adaptations can be defined depending on their 
duration and the average amount of payment. 

These types of adaptations can be planned by 
estimating the probability and the point in time 
they occur in. 

Phase of Disintegration
Finally, it has to be analyzed, in how far 

specific financial consequences of a migration to 
a service-oriented architecture can be foreseen 
in the phase of disintegration. A positive effect 
can result from the reduction of the resources 
that are needed in order to run the information 
system. Due to this effect, idle time costs can 
be saved by disintegrating services. However, 
potential bounds by the contracts with service 
providers have to be taken into account. These 
bounds might both limit the flexibility of chang-
ing partners as well as bring about ongoing 
payments.

All relevant parameters have to be ag-
gregated in a series of payments. A summary 
of the consequences discussed above is given 
in Figure 4.

In addition to the listing of relevant pay-
ments, their derivation is characterised by mark-
ing the main emphasis of each payment over 
the planning horizon. These payments reflect 
the monetary consequences coming along with 
the decision about a service-oriented architec-
ture on a process-level. Further examinations 
have to be undertaken regarding the selection 
of services that are combined in a company’s 
service portfolio.

Assessing Payments Related to Services
Apart from evaluating monetary con-

sequences of a service-oriented architecture, 
the decision about the sourcing structure of a 
service portfolio has to be taken on process-
level. Doing so, concrete services of a specific 
quality have to be selected which are offered 
by providers under certain conditions. As to 
the quality, various service levels need to be 
considered.

In contrast to the evaluation of the infra-
structure, the seizing of the services should be 
carried out according to a total calculation. A 
greater flexibility that is offered by the total cal-
culation sets the basis for optimising the service 
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Figure 4. Service portfolio measurement on the process-level assessing SOA
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Out-Payments
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Phase of Disintegration

Out-Payment
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+ by liquidation of technology
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portfolio. By evaluating each service entirely 
regarding its relevant out- and in-payments, 
various alternative compositions of a service 
portfolio can be calculated. Payments for the 
evaluation of services can also be distinguished 
between the phases of development, operation, 
adaptation, and disintegration. 

Quality of Services
Choosing appropriate services for the 

company’s service portfolio, differences in 
quality of the services have to be considered 
(Kester, 1984; Niessen & Oldenburg, 1997). As 
a consequence of the total calculation, it has to 
be considered that differences in service quality 
are not to be quantified by savings. Savings can 
only be calculated by comparing two alterna-
tives, which is done on the corporate-level. 

Service quality is considered best on a two-
fold level in the measurement system. Firstly, a 
service needs to be appropriate on a factual level 
in order to conduct a sub-process according to 
operational demands. The system only records 
those services that meet the demands according 
to the factual specification. Secondly, various 
security levels can be defined with which the 
service will be provided according to the factual 
specification. In this case, the level of security 
represents the equivalent value of the breakdown 
ratio quantified in percentage. 

For a more detailed assessment, the mon-
etary consequences of a total breakdown and 
failures of different extend can be distinguished. 
In order to record monetary consequences of 
different security levels, average costs for 
service breakdown have to be calculated. The 
amount of costs can be quantified either on the 
basis of a process calculation (Grob & vom 
Brocke, 2006), or by means of estimation (OGC, 
2001). The out-payments for risk of breakdown 
of the service can be derived by calculating 
the product of the failure probability and the 
amount of personal losses due to breakdowns. 
In the same way, additional characteristics of 
the service quality can be incorporated in the 
measurement system.

Out-Payments
Apart from mere production costs, 

transaction costs have to be considered. Ac-
cording to transaction cost theory these costs 
are specifically high when incorporating mar-
ket-like coordination mechanisms more than 
hierarchical ones (Coase, 1937; Williamson, 
1985). In the measurement system particularly 
coordination costs are relevant. Coordination 
costs are special transaction costs that refer to 
internally arising costs for the planning, the 
steering, and the control over the work of the 
external service provider that is the costs which 
exceed the actual production of one product 
(Nam et al., 1995). Parts of these costs can for 
example be explained by the principal agency 
theory (Bamberg & Spremann, 1989). Hence, 
coordination costs essentially comprise cost for 
control and so-called ‘Bonding Costs’. Bonding 
Costs result from the need of documenting the 
service relation. Costs for control also refer to 
those costs caused by the management of the 
service-portfolio. They have to be reduced by 
an appropriate system management. For this 
purpose, also costs of lacking profits due to 
miscalculation have to be listed. Allocating 
payments for coordination estimations has to 
be carried out that can partly be grounded on 
internal transfer prices of the company’s cost 
accounting system.

In-Payments
Services that come into consideration 

for out-sourcing can hardly be calculated for 
specifying in-payments. However, in case an 
internal cost accounting is carried out in a 
company, internal transfer price rates may be 
accounted for. Originally, transfer prices are 
charged for ITservices within a company for 
coordination purpose. Yet, these rates may as 
well be allocated as an equivalent for the in-
payment of a service.

If appropriate methods for calculating 
transfer prices are not available, it might also 
seem reasonable to consider the costs brought 
about by the service. However, this assumes 
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that appropriate cost information is available 
concerning single services. Methods of activity 
based costing offer promising means to provide 
this information (Grob & vom Brocke, 2006). 
Series of Payments

The most relevant parameters of the 
monetary consequences discussed above, are 
summarized in Figure 5.

Looking at a company’s business pro-
cesses, the payments identified above, refer to 
special aspects of these processes. Thus, these 
payments have to be aggregated according to the 
individual process structure of a company. 

Aggregating Payments Regarding 
Process Structure

For the purpose of aggregation, payments 
driven by processes and those not driven by 
processes have to be differentiated. Payments 
that are driven by the process vary according 
to quantities of these processes. Principally, 
payments in the operational phase turn out 
to be dependent on the processes quantity, 
whereas those payments relevant in the phases 
of development, adaptation and disintegration 
tend to be independent from the quantities. An 
overview on calculation of aggregation on the 

Figure 5. Service portfolio measurement on the process-level assessing services

Elements of the Series of Payments of a Service

Point in Time 0 … n

Phase of Development    

 Out-Payments 

 - for building up relations to services provider

- for implementing the interface for integrating the service

Phase of Operation

 Out-Payments 

 - for production or provision of a service

 - for co-ordination of service integration

 - for risk of service breakdown 

 - for risk of service failure

 In-Payments 

 + from internal calculation of transfer prices

Phase of Adaptation

 Out-Payments 

 - for adaptation work on interfaces

Phase of Disintegration

 Out-Payment 

 - for replacement like ongoing contract

 In-Payment 

 + for replacement like credit

Series of Payments According to Total Calculation
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basis of the payments identified above is given 
in Figure 6.

On the basis of the series of payments cal-
culated above, additional financial parameters 
have to be taken into account in order to assess 
the economic value of the service portfolio 
based on a service-oriented architecture. These 
aspects are considered on the budget level of 
the measurement system, which is described 
in the following.

Measurement on the budget-Level
On the budget level of the measurement 

system, the financial consequences that arise 
from providing the payments needed during the 
life cycle are measured. For their analysis, the 
method of ‘visualisation of financial implica-
tions’ (VOFI) is applied (Grob, 1993). Using 
VOFI, the financial consequences of long-term 
decisions are structured and calculated by means 
of spreadsheets that serve as a database for 
further analysis. Compared to formulas applied 
by conventional methods of capital budgeting 
(e.g., present value or annuity of an investment 
project), calculating the investment on the basis 
of a spreadsheet offers greater transparency and 
adaptivity (vom Brocke & Lindner, 2004). 

Customising VOFI specific parameters 
that are relevant in a certain capital situation 
(e.g., funding conditions) can be considered. 
Typical parameters that may serve as a refer-
ence are summed up in the VOFI given in 
Figure 7. 

In order to consolidate the various influ-
ences on the effectiveness of the decision over 
time, a periodic update of the capital stock has 
to be calculated. Starting in period zero, each 
period has to be calculated in a way that there 
is a balance between in- and out-payments. The 
following example may illustrate the essential 
procedure. In the first period, usually an out-
payment has to be financed. If the internal funds 
available are insufficient, a loan has to be taken 
out. As usual, various conditions for loaning 
can be agreed upon, and also a combination of 
various loans can be calculated in the VOFI. 
Correspondingly, multiple forms of funding 
can be included. 

By calculating the adequate amount of 
loaning or funding, also tax payments have 
to be taken into account. In order to calculate 
tax payments, an auxiliary calculation has to 
be carried out. Depending on tax law, relevant 
parameters are for example individual deprecia-
tions that are chargeable to the investment as 
well as tax rates. In each period, these periodi-
cal in- and out-payments have to be balanced. 
As a check-up, the net funding value, which is 
defined as the accounting balance of all out- and 
in-payments, should be zero. 

On the basis of these flow figures men-
tioned previously, the capital stock can be 
updated periodically. For this purpose, the bal-
ances of all loans and funds have to be recorded. 
The accounting balance of both of them finally 
results in the net balance of the total investment. 
By this algorithm the value of an investment in 
a service-oriented architecture can be monitored 
during the whole life cycle of the information 
system simply by observing the net balance 
in each relevant period. For special interest 
investigations, additional efficiency measures 
can be calculated on the basis of VOFI. These 
measures are calculated on the corporate level 
of the measurement system, which is illustrated 
in the following.

Measurement on the corporate-Level
In order to facilitate the design of a 

company’s service portfolio properly, the vari-
ous evaluation results have to be aggregated for 
decision purpose. On the basis of the calcula-
tions on the budget and process level described 
above, a wide range of efficiency measures can 
be applied from accounting science. For service 
portfolio measurement, particularly the Total 
Cost of Ownership (TCO) and the Return on 
Investment (ROI) are significant (vom Brocke 
& Lindner, 2004). They are well-spread in 
practice and serve as a means to illustrate the 
relevant parameters for decision making at the 
same time.

Whereas the TCO is limited to cost analy-
sis, calculating the ROI reveals the profitability 
of investments in service-oriented business 
processes. By applying this measure, a ratio that 
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Figure 6. Aggregation of payments according to business processes

Aggregating Payments Related to Process    

Point in Time   0 .. n

Driven by Process Quantity    

Quantityof Process    

 Payments related to Architecture    

 Out-Payments (per Instance of Process)    

  - for support (1st / 2nd level)    

  - for conducting operation    

  - for licenses with infrastructure providers    

 […]    

 Payments related to Services    

 Service 1    

 Quantity of Service (per Instance of Process)    

 Out-Payments (per Instance of Service)    

  - for building up relations to services provider    

  - for implementing the interface integrating the 
service    

 […]    

 Service 2    

 […]    

  […]    

Not Driven by Process Quantity    

 Payments related to Architecture    

 Out-Payments    

  - for building up know-how    

  - for implementing SOA as a new architecture    

  - due to reorganization work (redesign only)    

 […]    

 Payments related to Services    

 Service 1    

 Out-Payments    

  - for production or provision of a service    

  - for risk of service breakdown    

  - for risk of service failure    

 […]    

 Service 2    

 […]    

Payments Related to Process    
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Figure 7. Service portfolio measurement on the budget-level using VOFI

VOFI for Localisation Projects
Point in Time 0 1 …n… h

Series of Payments
Internal Funds
– Withdrawals

+ Deposits

Installment Loan
+ Credit Inatake

– Redemption

– Debitor Interest

Annuity Loan
+ Credit Inatake

– Redemption

– Debitor Interest

– Creditor Interest

Loan in Current Account
+ Credit Inatake

– Redemption

– Debitor Interest

Financial Investment
– Reinvestment

+ Disinvestment

– Creditor Interest

Tax Payments
– Out-Payment

+ In-Payment

Net Funding 0 0 0 0

Balances
on installment loan

on annuity loan

on current account

on financial investment

Net Balance

sets the total profit in relation to the stock of 
capital provided for the investment is calculated 
(Friedlob & Plewa, 1996). Consequently, the 
ROI indicates the interest payment made by an 
investment. While the ROI seems to be suitable 
for comparing investments of different kinds, 

it is a static measure, therefore, inappropriate 
to support long-term decisions. This point can 
be considered by calculating the ROI on the 
basis of VOFI. In doing so, the ROI is not 
only a dynamic measure, but it also considers 
various conditions of loaning and funding as 
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well as taxes. For evaluating the efficiency of 
an investment, the ROI has to be compared to 
the average capital cost within planning periods. 
Figure 8. shows the definition of this ROI as 
well as the criteria for decision support.

In particular, the ROI can be used for 
decision support on the configuration of service 
portfolios. The relevant data for the calculation 
can be taken directly from the VOFI database. 
In case distributions of funds are planned, these 
payments have to be considered in the fraction’s 
numerator. That way, the ROI is appropriate for 
evaluating whether payments necessary for the 
migration to a service-oriented architecture will 
be justified by future savings due to the perfor-
mance of the company’s service portfolio.

Up to this stage, the measurement system 
has been described from a methodological 
perspective. In the next chapter, the system is 
applied to a concrete situation of a company.

APPLyING thE 
MEAsUrEMENt systEM FOr 

thE MANAGEMENt OF 
sErVIcE-OrIENtED 

bUsINEss PrOcEssEs
In this passage, the measurement system 

for the management of service-oriented busi-
ness processes will be illustrated by means of 
an application. The case of the travel agency 
DECIS may serve as an example. DECIS is a 

target: rOI

n n 0

0

NBI EF CI (1 pt)
ROI 1

IF EF
+ + ⋅ −

= −
+

 and  NBIn + EF0 + CI > 0

benchmark: c

n n

0

NB OI CI (1 pt)c 1
IF EF

+ + ⋅ −
= −

+

Decision support

Investment is financially profitable, if ROI > c

symbols

ROI ROI, on a dynamic basis  
NBIn Net Balance of the Total Investment in t=n  
IF Internal Funds Used 
EF0 External Funds Used in t=0 
n Planning Horizon 
pt Tax Rate on Profit 
CI Total Creditor Interest 
OI Total Interest of the Opportunity  
c Average Capital Cost

Figure 8. Service portfolio measurement on the corporate-level using ROI
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demonstration company for analysing the eco-
nomic impact of SOA (DECIS = Demonstrating 
the Economic Impact of Service Orientation). 
The case, along with additional resources, is 
presented at www.decis.org. 

Introduction
The DECIS is a travel management ser-

vice provider that predominantly offers holiday 
travels for private and business customers. 
Round trips only form a small part of its product 
portfolio. The core competence of the business 
is the individual configuration of holidays ac-
cording to the specific needs and wishes of its 
customers. Therefore, the company’s tourism 
market is limited to the high-end segment. 
DECIS uses both digital chain of distribution 
and classic travel agency sales. The excellent 
customer service is the trademark of the com-
pany which differentiates itself clearly from 
other businesses and competitors. 

However, especially in recent years, 
DECIS has been exposed to increased pressure 
by more and more competitors who have been 
pushing both reduced costs and amelioration 
of the service. Until now, IT tasks have only 
been accomplished by the IT department of the 
company itself. The company’s IT development 
has achieved excellent tasks, yet, the costs for 
individual IT services have been partly too high 
compared to the market value.

The business processes of DECIS are 
substantially based on information systems for 
e-commerce as well as travel agency sales. The 
goal management perspective of the business 
is now to use, despite of the high cohesion, 
service-oriented architectures. That way, parts 
of the information system environment could 
be given away to external service providers. 
Focus of the evaluation is whether the supply 
of a service-oriented architecture would be 
worthwhile. Furthermore, the most adequate 
service-portfolio has to be determined. 

In order to cover the payments, internal 
funds of 10.000 €, an instalment loan, and a 
loan in current account are available. By means 
of the instalment loan, funds of further 10.000 
€ are provided for the duration of two years, a 

creditor interest rate of 6% and a disagio of 5%. 
The loan in current account comes along with a 
creditor interest rate of 8% and a debtor interest 
rate of 6%. In addition, tax rates relevant for 
DECIS vary during the planning horizon: in t=1 
of 55.0%, in t=2 of 52.5%, in t=3 of 50.0%, in 
t=4 of 47.5% and in t=5 of 45.0% with t serving 
as a time index.

The management of DECIS has grasped 
the long-term character of the decision which 
needs to be taken. It determines the planning 
horizon of five periods. Thus, the measurement 
system described in this article was applied. 

Measuring on the Process-Level

Identifying Business Needs Related to 
Activities

For decision support, the main activities 
within the business of DECIS were structured 
by means of process models. An excerpt of 
these models, relevant for this study, is given 
in Figure 9.

After receiving a customer order, a credit 
assessment is carried out. In case the order is 
accepted, individual payment conditions are 
calculated on the basis of the assessment and 
handed over to the order processing process. 
Right after the order is accepted, travel records 
are being collected for the customer. With these 
records, extensive information material regard-
ing the journey and the destination are handed 
out to the customer in the most convenient way 
(e.g., brochures or mail). 

On the basis of the process models, the 
main activities were analysed according to char-
acteristics relevant for sourcing decisions: 

• credit Assessment: The assessment of 
customer solvency is considered to be of 
high operative importance. In particular 
with respect to online-bookings, the 
assessment safeguards the company’s 
liquidity. As the assessment also serves 
to calculate individual payment condition, 
it also contributes to the differentiation 
of DECIS for some customers.
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• travel records: The compilation of 
travel records is considered to be of high 
strategic importance in the competition. 
DECIS is running particular data-ware-
house-software for this purpose that offers 
specific way of compiling the records. 
This core competence is constantly be-
ing extended and ameliorated by means 
of software solutions in the internal IT 
department. 

• Order Processing: The processing of 
orders has turned out to be rather standard-
ized. In the current state, it is conducted 
by a workflow management system. 
However, it connects numerous applica-
tion systems in order to support individual 
steps in processing. In addition, feedback 
loops need to be coordinated according 
to a staging system for approval. 

According to the characterization, sourc-
ing strategies were worked out for each activity. 

Figure 10 gives the classification of the services 
in the model from Lacity. 

The ‘travel records’-activity as one result 
of the analysis should be carried out internally 
also in the future. The ‘credit assessment’ turns 
out as an activity that can be supported by ‘best-
practices’ of external service providers, leading 
to a cost reduction for the company. Also for the 
‘order processing,’ an appropriate out-tasking 
alternative should be provided.

In order to choose appropriate services 
for the activities, the management defined a 
detailed set of requirements to be fulfilled for 
each activity. An excerpt of these requirements 
to be considered in this study is given in the 
following:

• For ‘credit assessment’ and ‘order 
processing,’ a medium availability of 
99.5% according to the ITIL-standard 
is required. The error ratio should not 
exceed 0.01%

Figure 9. Mapping relevant activities at DECIS

Key

Activity , 
detailed by 
sub-process

Event

Activity

Control FlowXOR

Travel 
Records

Order 
Processing

Credit 
Assessment

Customer 
Order

Rejected

Customer 
Order

Accepted

Order 
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AND

Travel
Records Sent

XOR

Customer 
Order 

Received
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• For the service ‘travel records,’ a high 
quality and highly available functionality 
are required. The requirements concern-
ing availability is around 99.9%, the 
maximum error ratio is around 0.001%.

In order to ground the decision on the 
service portfolios, a calculation of the monetary 
consequences was carried out according to the 
measurement system introduced in this article. 
Thus, an assessment of the payments on process 
level was conducted first.

Payments Related to the Infrastructure
The payments coming along with the 

introduction of a SOA at DECIS were analysed 
in detail according to the types of payments de-
scribed above. In Figure 11, a summary of these 
payments is given. Explanations to some of the 
positions will be given in the following. 

The initial payment for implementing 
SOA consists of 14,000€ for the provision of 
hardware and 4,000€ for software (which is an 
enterprise service bus application). On a time 
schedule of five years, 16,000€ on the whole 
have to be written off of the capital costs. 
This has an impact on the tax payments, to be 
considered on the budget level. Payments for 
building up the know-how of 10,000€ mainly 
arise for trainings of administrators. 

The payments for maintenance work—
starting with 1,000€ in the first period—increase 

periodically by 10%. Further payments are 
driven by the amount of bookings to be realised 
in each period: 0.27€ for first and second level 
support, 1.88€ for conducting operation and 
0.40€ for licensing with infrastructure providers, 
the latter decreasing by 10% each period due to 
economies of learning curves. In-payments of 
6,000€ are expected for the parallel use of the 
infrastructure with a partner enterprise. Starting 
with the fourth period, an intensification which 
increases in-payments to 9,000€ is planned. 

Adaptations of the infrastructure were 
estimated by 10% of the capital costs of the pur-
chase per period. The in-payments in the phase 
of disintegration are due to further utilisation of 
hardware (liquidation proceeds of 1,5000€) as 
well as the decrease of idle time of resources 
due to an early cut of capacities (1,000€). Ad-
ditional payments for ending contracts are not 
being calculated. 

The financial efficiency of the investment 
in SOA is essentially driven by the performance 
of the service portfolio that can be run on the 
infrastructure. Consequently, the payments 
related to the services available for DECIS 
were assessed in the following part.

Payments Related to the Services 
By means of a market analysis, service 

offers have been collected that fit to the re-
quirements analysed on the activity-level. Each 
service was assessed regarding the types of 

Figure 10. Deriving sourcing strategies at DECIS
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Figure 11. Estimated payments with SOA at DECIS according to partial calculation

Estimated Series of Payments with SOA for DECIS 

Point in Time 0 1 2 3 4 �

Phase of Development

 Out-Payments       

 - for building up know-how 10,000      

 - for implementing SOA as a 
new architecture 1�,000      

 In-Payments        

 + due to not implementing 
services in-house       

Phase of Operation       

 Out-Payments (per instance of 
process)       

- for support (1st / 2nd level) 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27

- for conducting operation 1.�� 1.�� 1.�� 1.�� 1.��

- for licenses with providers 0.40 0.3� 0.33 0.30 0.27

 Out-Payments      

 - for additional maintenance 
work on the interfaces 1,000 1,100 1,210 1,331 1,4�4

 In-Payments       

 + for shared service  �,000 �,000 �,000 �,000 �,000

 + by savings concerning 
lowering resources needed  1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000

Phase of Adaptation       

 Out-Payments       

 - for adaptation work on 
interfaces  1,�00 1,�00 1,�00 1,�00 1,�00

Phase of Disintegration       

 In-Payments         

 + by saving according to idle 
time costs of the resources      1,000

 + by liquidation of technology      1,�00
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payments described above. In Figure 12, the 
results of selected services are summed up. 
In the following, a short explanation on the 
conditions is given. 

For the Process ‘credit assessment’, three 
service offers were identified at an announce-
ment for external service providers. Two of 
which have been implemented on a  Web 
service basis (B1 and B2) and one has been 
implemented on the basis of an alternative 
infrastructure (B3). According to the process 
‘travel records’, the IT department made a sug-
gestion to migrate towards SOA and to provide 
the service internally (A1). Apart from that, the 

service may well be carried out according to 
the current state of the art (A2). For the ‘order 
processing’, there are two offers available from 
the same external service providers (C1, C2), 
of which C2 offers 99.7% of availability as 
opposed to 99.5% availability offered by C2. 
Neither C1 nor C2 applies SOA. 

In addition, internal examinations have 
been carried out, in order to quantify costs. 
Process analysis has discovered that, in case 
the service for credit assessment is temporarily 
not available, average costs of 50€ should be 
calculated. Failures in service sometimes cause 
additional interaction with the customer or the 

Figure 12. Conditions of services for SOA and non-SOA at DECIS 

Service Conditions A1 … B1 B2 B3 … C2

Phase of Development

Out-payments

- for building up relations to 
services provider 500 € … 1,500 € 2,000 € 3,500 € … 500 €

- for implementing the 
interface … 5,000€ … 1,000 € 1,600 € 3,000 € … 0 €

- for providing the software 
components 4,000 … 0 € 0 € 4,000 € … 2,000 €

Phase of Operation

Out-payments

- for production of a 
service (per transaction) 0.75€ … 0.70 € 0.65 € 0.85 € … 0,90 €

- for co-ordination of 
service integration 6,000€ … 3,000 € 4,000 € 8,000 € … 1500 €

Average percentage

- of service availability ��.�% … ��.�% ��.4% ��.�% … ��.�%

- of service failure 0.002% … 0.001% 0.001% 0.01% … 0,002%

Phase of Adaptation

Proportional work on 
adaptation per period �.0% … 4.0% 4.�% 4.0% … �,�%

Phase of Disintegration

Out-Payment

- for replacement 3,000€ … 1,000 € 500 € 8,000 € … 2500€
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drop out of payments, so an average of 1,000€ for 
the handling of a failure case is estimated. On the 
basis of this information, the payments coming 
along with each service within the planning hori-
zon have been calculated following the approach 
described above. In Figure 13 this calculation is 
presented in detail for Service B1.

On the basis of the separate assessments of 
payments related to alternative infrastructures 
and services, an aggregation of payments was 
carried out. 

Aggregation of Payments related to 
the Process

From a business perspective, the various 
payments identified have to be aggregated 
according to specific business processes of 
TravelSmart. In particular, this means to put 
payments in relation to structure and quantity of 
processes. Thus, estimation was carried out on 
how often the process analysed above is to be 
carried in each period. According to estimation, 
7,500 customer orders have to be handled within 

Figure 13. Estimated payments related to service B1 on the process-level at DECIS

Series of Payments related to Service B1 

Point in Time 0 1 2 3 4 �

Phase of Development       

 Out-Payments       

 - for building up relations to 
services provider 1,�00      

 - for implementing the interfaces 1,000      

Phase of Operation       

 Out-Payments  (per instance of 
process)       

 - for production of a service  0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70

 - for risk of service breakdown  0.0� 0.0� 0.0� 0.0� 0.0�

 - for risk of service failure  0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

Out-Payment for co-ordination

 - for co-ordination of service 
integration  3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000

 In-Payments (per instance of 
process)       

 + from internal calculation of 
transfer prices  4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00

Phase of Adaptation       

 Out-Payments       

 - for adaptation work on 
interfaces  100 100 100 100 100

Phase of Disintegration       

 Out-Payment       

 - for replacement      1,000
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Figure 14. Aggregating payments regarding business processes at DECIS 

Aggregating 
Payments 
Related to 
Process
Point in Time 0 1 2 3 4 �

Driven by 
Process 
Quantity
Quantityof 
Process 7,�00 �,2�0 �,07� �,��3 10,��1

Payments 
related to 
Architecture 
(SOA)

Out-Payments 
(per Quantity of 
Process)

 - for support 
(1st / 2nd 
level) 2,000 2,200 2,420 2,��2 2,�2�

 - for 
conducting 
operation 4,000 4,400 4,�40 �,324 �,���

 - for 
licenses with 
infrastructure 
providers 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000

Total Driven 
by Process 
applying SOA -�,000 -�,�00 -10,2�0 -10,��� -11,7�4

Payments 
related to 
Services

Service B1
Quantity of 
Service (per 
instance of 
Process) 1 1 1 1 1

Out-Payments (per instance of Service)

 - for production or provision of a service �,2�0 �,77� �,3�3 �,��� 7,��7

 - for risk of service breakdown 37� 413 4�4 4�� �4�

 - for risk of service failure 7� �3 �1 100 110

In-Payments (per instance of process)

 + from internal calculation of transfer prices 30,000 33,000 3�,300 3�,�30 43,�23

Total Driven 
by Process 
applying B1 24,300 2�,72� 2�,402 32,343 3�,�77

Service A1
[..] 0.�0 0.�0 0.�0 0.�0 0.�0

Total Driven 
by Process 
applying A1 40,2�� 43,��7 4�,13� �2,72� ��,7�7

Service C2
[..] 0.�0 0.�0 0.�0 0.�0 0.�0

Total Driven 
by Process 
applying C2 17,2�3 1�,1�� 21,211 23,�07 1�,477

Not Driven 
by Process 
Quantity

Payments 
related to 
Architecture

Out-Payments 
of Development

 - for building 
up know-how 10,000
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 - for 
implementing 
SOA as a new 
architecture 1�,000

Out-Payments 
of Operation

 - for additional 
maintenance 
work on the 
interfaces 1,000 1,100 1,210 1,331 1,4�4

In-Payments of 
Operation

 + for shared 
service �,000 �,000 �,000 �,000 �,000

 + by savings 
concerning 
lowering 
resources 
needed 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000

Out-Payments 
of Adaptation

 - for 
adaptation 
work on 
interfaces 1,�00 1,�00 1,�00 1,�00 1,�00

In-Payments of 
Disintegration 

 + by savings 
according 
to idle time 
costs of the 
resources 1,000

 + by liquidation 
of technology 1,�00

Total Not 
Driven by 
Process 
applying SOA -2�,000 4,200 4,100 3,��0 �,��� �,23�

Payments 
related to 
Services

Service B1
Out-Payments for Development

 - for building up relations to services 
provider 1,�00

 - for implementing the interfaces 1,000

Out-Payments for Operation

 - for co-ordination of service integration 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000

Out-Payments for Adaptation

 - for adaptation work on interfaces 100 100 100 100 100

Out-Payments for Disintegration

 - for replacement 1,000

Total Not 
Driven by 
Process 
applying B1 -2,�00 -3,100 -3,100 -3,100 -3,100 -4,100

Service A1
[..]

Total Driven 
by Process 
applying A1 -3,000 -4,�00 -4,�00 -4,�00 -4,700 -4,�00

Service C2
[..]

Total Driven 
by Process 
applying C2 -13,000 -�,000 -�,0�0 -�,0�0 -�,100 -�,100

Payments 
Related to 
Process -4�,�00 �4,41� 71,70� 7�,732 �1,��1 �3,273

Figure 14. continued
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the first period, from which approximately 90% 
go through the booking process. Due to a shortly 
initiated campaign, an increase of customer 
orders by 10% per period is expected.

Following the method described above, 
the aggregation of payments was calculated 
for each configuration of service portfolio 
possible. In the following the calculation is 
demonstrated by the combination that turned 
out to be most efficient: A1, B1 and C2. For il-
lustration purposes, the monetary consequences 
for SOA and B1 are presented in detail. Further 
alternatives A1 and C2 are considered in sum. 
The computation is presented in Figure 14 and 
will be explained in the following.

Aggregating the payments driven by the 
process, the frequency of each service per period 
has to be taken into account. The entire process 
is triggered approximately 7,500 times in the 
first period. The same frequency occurs with 
the services implementing the credit assess-
ment activity. Contrarily, to that, the activities 
“travel records” and “order processing” only 
take place in 90% of the cases, according to the 
process model (see Figure 9). Thus, payments 
to be calculated per instance of service, like 
payments for production or risk of failure, have 
to be accumulated on a basis of 6,750 instances 
(= 7,500 x 90%) in fact. 

On that data basis, payments both driven 
and not driven by the processes regarding infra-
structure and each service have to be summed 
up. As a result, one series of payments that is 
representative for the monetary consequences of 
the service portfolio applied for implementing 
the process is calculated. These results set the 
basis for the further analysis of the payments 
on the budget-level. This part of the system’s 
application is presented in the next passage.

Measurement on the budget-Level
For each potential combination of the 

services, the financial consequences have been 
calculated on the budget level. Comparing the 
net present value at the planning horizon in t=n, 
the most efficient combination was identified. 
This is the combination of A1, B1 and C2. As 

an example, the computation for this combi-
nation is displayed in Figure 15. It comprises 
the aggregation of the series of payments, the 
VOFI, and auxiliary calculations for computing 
the tax payments.

During the computation, further VOFI 
calculations have been carried out for each 
combination of services regarding their spe-
cific requirements on the infrastructure. As an 
example, the calculation for a service portfolio 
without SOA is given in Figure 16.

As part of the various calculations of 
alternatives, in particular the situation without 
any changes to the sourcing strategy has to be 
included according to the measurement system. 
This very calculation represents the so-called 
opportunity, which essentially assesses the 
yield of the internal funds as if they would 
have been allocated in a financial investment. 
Its calculations are carried out in the same way 
as described above. 

An instant comparison of the alternatives 
can be carried out checking the net balance value 
in t=n=5, which should reach a maximum level. 
As to the opportunity a net balance of 11,593€ 
was calculated. For a more detailed analysis, 
performance measures can be calculated on 
the database.

Measurement on the corporate-Level
On the basis of the detailed assessment 

on both budget and process level, performance 
measures have been calculated in order to 
support the management of DECIS. Figure 
17. gives an excerpt from the entire report that 
was generated.

In the DECIS case, the investment in SOA 
turned out to be profitable. The investment in 
the migration towards the new technology can 
be compensated by savings in later phases of 
the information system’s life cycle. In particular, 
the benefits result from the opportunity of out-
tasking services to specialised service providers 
according to common standards. In addition, out 
of the various service offers available, the most 
profitable sourcing strategy for DECIS could be 
calculated. By aid of the measurement system 
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VOFI for the Service Portfolio [SOA, A1, B1, C2]
Point in Time 0 1 2 3 4 �

Series of Payments -4�,�00 �4,40� 71,70� 7�,732 �1,��1 �3,274

Internal Funds  10,000      

Installment Loan       

  + Credit Intake 10,000      

  – Redemption   10,000    

  – Creditor Interest �00 �00 �00    

Loan in Current Account       

  + Credit Intake 27,000      

  – Redemption  27,000     

  – Creditor Interest  2,1�0     

Financial Investment       

  – Reinvestment  2,�02 2�,�2� 42,307 �1,�0� ��,771

  + Debtor Interest   1�0 1,��2 4,220 7,32�

Tax Payments       

  – Out-Payments  32,147 3�,72� 3�,107 43,�7� 43,�31

Accounting Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0

Balance on       

Installment Loan 10,000 10,000     

Loan in Current Account 27,000      

Financial Investment  2,�02 2�,02� 70,33� 122,141 17�,�12

Net Balance -37,000 -7,498 28028 70,335 122,141 178,912

Calculation of Tax 
Payments       

Point in Time  1 2 3 4 �

Tax Rates  ��.0% �2.�% �0.0% 47.�% 4�.0%

Surplus of In- and Out-
Payments  �4,40� 71,70� 7�,732 �1,��1 �3274

 – Creditor Interest  2,7�0 �00    

 +  Debtor Interest   1�0 1,��2 4,220 7,32�

 – Depreciation  3,200 3,200 3,200 3,200 3,200

Assessment Base for 
Taxes  ��,44� ��,0�� 7�,214 �2,��2 �7,402

In-Payments       

Out-Payments  32,147 3�,72� 3�,107 43,�7� 43,�31

Figure 15. Financial consequences of the investment in the service portfolio with SOA 
on the budget-level at DECIS 
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Calculation of 
Depreciation       

Point in Time  1 2 3 4 �

Book Value, Beginning of 
the Year  1�,000 12,�00 �,�00 �,400 3,200

 – Depreciation Linear 
Rate  3,200 3,200 3,200 3,200 3,200

Book Value, End of the 
Year  12�00 �,�00 �,400 3,200  

Figure 15. continued

a combination of the service offers A1, B2, and 
C2 is suggested. That way, a ROI of 36.43% of 
the entire investment in SOA is calculated.

Apart from the initial decision on the 
information systems infrastructure, an ongo-
ing assessment of the financial efficiency of 
the information system can be conducted. For 
that purpose, it might prove positive that the 
measurement system provides common perfor-
mance measures of corporate management. That 
way, the investment in the company’s informa-
tion systems design can easily be compared to 
other potential investments within the scope 
of management.

sPEcIFIcAtION AND
IMPLEMENtAtION

The measurement system described in 
this article is formally specified by means of 
reference meta models (vom Brocke, 2006a). 
These models serve as a formalisation of es-
sential elements for the system needed in order 
to conduct the calculations on the profitability 
of service-oriented business processes. At the 
same time, such models are designed in a way 
that they offer a critical flexibility to customize 
the measurement system according to individual 
needs. 

In order to give an example, the speci-
fication of business processes may briefly be 
illustrated. As part of the framework, essential 
elements of business processes are formalised 
within a reference meta model on the activity 

level. This model comprises elements needed 
for assessing activities along with the relevant 
quantities. Hence, the modelling language to be 
used for mapping processes is not limited. 

In the field of service-oriented architec-
tures, process models are particularly repre-
sented by means of XML-Schemes (Van der 
Aalst, 2003). Standards like BPML (BPML, 
2002), WSCI (Arkin et al., 2002) and WS-BPEL 
(Alves et al., 2006) are particularly common at 
present. In addition, XML-Schemes are devel-
oped for the most part of graphical languages 
for process mapping. Examples are the Event-
driven Process Chain Modeling Language 
(EPML) (Mendling & Nüttgens, 2004), the 
Petri Net Modeling Language (PNML) (Bil-
lington et al., 2003), and the XML Modelling 
Interface (XMI) for the UML Meta Object 
Facility (OMG, 2005).

In order to implement the measurement 
system in alignment with these standards, a spe-
cial XML-Scheme for the measurement system 
has been developed according to the reference 
meta model. Thus, model transformations 
can be carried out by means of XSLT-Scripts 
(Clark, 1999). That way, the framework remains 
independent of the rather quickly developing 
standards in process modelling. 

The reference meta models set the basis 
for implementing the measurement system as 
a software tool for decision support. Currently, 
a project is being carried out aiming at a proto-
type version of the system to be implemented 
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VOFI for the Service Portfolio [without SOA, A2, B3, C1] 

Point in Time 0 1 2 3 4 �

Series of Payments -40,�00 �0,7�� �7,��� ��,2�4 73,��4 ��,370

Internal Funds  10,000      

Installment Loan       

  + Credit Intake 10,000      

  – Redemption   10,000    

  – Creditor Interest �00 �00 �00    

Loan in Current Account       

  + Credit Intake 21,000      

  – Redemption  21,000     

  – Creditor Interest  1,��0     

Financial Investment       

  – Reinvestment  �20 17,13� 33,1�� 40,2�4 3�,�71

  + Debtor Interest   4� 1,07� 3,0�� �,4��

Tax Payments       

  – Out-Payments  2�,��� 2�,��� 33,1�� 3�,44� 2�,1��

Accounting Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0

Balance on       

Installment Loan 10,000 10,000     

Loan in Current Account 21,000      

Financial Investment  �20 17,��� �1,14� �1,42� 127,100

Net Balance -31,000 -9,180 17,959 51,145 91,429 127,100

Calculation of Tax Payments       

Point in Time  1 2 3 4 �

Tax Rates  ��.0% �2.�% �0.0% 47.�% 4�.0%

Surplus of In- and Out-Payments  �0,7�� �7,��� ��,2�4 73,��4 ��,370

 – Creditor Interest  2,2�0 �00   

 +  Debtor Interest   4� 1,07� 3,0�� �,4��

 – Depreciation  0 0 0 0 0

Assessment Base for Taxes  4�,4�� �7,13� ��,372 7�,732 �4,���

Out-Payments  26,669 29,996 33,186 36,448 29,185

Figure 16. Financial consequences of the investment in the service portfolio without SOA 
on the budget-level at DECIS
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as part of a J2EE-based collaborative suite for 
business engineering. With this implementa-
tion, the measurement system can be applied 
in authentic situations and might thus serve as a 
means for coordination on the evolving market 
of Web services. A sample version of the tool 
set is available at www.decis.org.

cONcLUsION AND OUtLOOk
Given the technological achievements 

for the design of service-oriented information 
systems, the challenge of managing service-
oriented business processes arises. This is sig-
nificant for both management and information 
systems research. In particular, there is a distinct 
need for evidence on selecting the proper ser-
vices according to a company’s needs. In order 
to incorporate these needs properly, a focus on 
the assessment of service-oriented business 
processes rather than on information systems 
artefacts was suggested with this article.

Aiming at a measurement system for 
decision support, findings on the evaluation 
of service-oriented business processes were 
presented in this article. Due to the long-term 
economic consequences of setting up an ap-
propriate environment to run service-oriented 
business processes, the financial perspective 
was focused on. In particular, methods of 
capital budgeting have to be applied in order to 
assess economic consequences properly. That 
way, common business measures that indicate 
the financial performance of the decisions in 
comparison to alternative investments can be 

calculated. From a methodological perspective 
the findings were summarised in a general 
framework and then applied by means of an 
example. The specification and implementation 
of the framework facilitates the practical use of 
the measurement system. 

The measurement system describes fo-
cuses on the profitability of an investment in 
the company’s service portfolio from a financial 
perspective. In addition, also non-monetary 
consequences of the process design may be 
analysed. Thus, future work will concentrate 
on the enlargement of the system by various 
perspectives that may be relevant. Perspectives 
of interest may for example address customer 
relations or security aspects. The system pre-
sented in this article may provide a basis for 
further research on this particular field of service 
engineering.
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